Present: SWPA members Michele Grzenda, Imaikalani Aiu, Richard Sweeney (ex-officio), Mario Alagna, Steve Fogg, Elika Bahrevar (guest)

DISCUSSION
1. review of proposed changes to regulations (see attached). Some comments and changes were offered by members in addition to those presented which will be reflected in a subsequent draft of the regulations. It was noted that for regulation changes to be adopted by SWPA, the meeting should be advertised in the local paper. It was decided that discussion could happen but no voting on the changes until the next meeting which will be advertised (likely in late May 2019).

2. Discussion of Stormwater Declaration of Covenants (attached). Plainville has adopted this practice to require filing a signed covenant at the Registry of Deeds to help ensure ongoing maintenance responsibility by the owner or future owners. After some discussion, it was decided not to pursue this approach in Weston at this time. Other ideas were shared including public education to alert homeowners that they may have a stormwater system on their property that requires periodic and ongoing maintenance.

Meeting was adjourned 2:20 pm.